where a(x), 6(x), c(x) € C(R); a(x) > a 0 > 0; /(x) G <^(^,(0,7)); <P E C(R),
On the rectangular grid where U£ := u(mh, nr), the difference operator (Lh, m y)k is defined as 
From (2.4), (2.5) and the condition U£ = <pm this schema gives (2.1).
To show that the sequence defined by the schema (2.1) satisfies (1.2), we introduce an auxiliary sequence as follows 
That is We can prove the following theorem. Theorem (2.1), the schema (1.2) is equivalent to the CrankNicholson schema, whose unconditional stability is proved in [6] . We determine a sequence {{/"(a;)},
Proof. By

On the stability of difference schemas for the Cauchy problem in R M
Consider the following initial problem (M >1)
Then the problem (3.1) will be approximated by the following schema 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.1. [6] ). 
